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THE THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE

• thorough planning
• period of rehearsals 
• final presentation of the work 

the musician plays a significant role



SUMMARY OF THE PLOT

The Acharnias is Aristophanes’ oldest surviving comedy.

It was taught by Kallistratos in 425 B.C and it was awarded the
first prize in Lynaia

Dikaiopolis is an Athenian farmer who supports peace

He decides to make peace for thirty years - he turns for help to the
immortal Amfitheos.

The Chorus (the Acharnians) opposes the idea of peace

Dikaiopolis finally manages to persuade half of the Chorus



THE LYRICAL PARTS

The lyrical parts which are sung by the Chorus have different meters and are
characterized by a wide range of metric forms

When the Chorus converses with the actors there is a kind of music recitation

A certain structure is followed in the form ABA΄B΄.

A and A΄ are lyrical parts with metric correspondence

B and B’ are groups of lyrics, recited either simply or with the accompaniment of
a musical instrument.

Aristophanes’ Comedies: Prologos, Parodos, Epirrimatikos Agon, Paravasis,
various choral parts and episodes (iambic scenes), Exodos



QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED 

• 1.Did the composer follow the instructions of the 
director?

• 2.Did the composer interact with the director and 
the members of the Greek Art Theatre?

• 3.Did the composer participate in the rehearsals?

• 4.Was the music recorded?

• 5.What were the aesthetic and ideological views of 
both the director and the composer?

• 6.How did the audience react during the 
performance?

• 7.Which were the rhythmic models followed by 
the composer?

• 8.Was the composer influenced by a certain 
music genre?

• 9.What did the critics and other musicians say 
about the music composed for the needs of the 
performance of the Acharnians?

• 10.Is the composer satisfied with the result of his 
work?

• 1.What were Karolos Koun’s purpose 
when he decided to direct the 
Acharnians?

• 2.What was the aesthetic and theatrical 
procedure of Karolos Koun?

• 3.Did the music composed for the 
Acharnians serve the directorial vision?

• 4.Did the music offer practical solutions 
to stage problems?

• 5.Do we recognize any influences of the 
music on the acting, the kinetic and the 
reactions of both the Chorus and the 
comic heroes?

• 6.Was the translation of the ancient text 
altered to serve both the music 
composition and the directorial vision?



THE MUSIC COMPOSED FOR THE PERFORMANCE 
THE ACHARNIANS IN 1976 

• wide range of rhythms (3/4, 4/4, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, 8/8, 9/8), often mixed

• there is obvious influence by the Byzantine and oriental music genres

• all the entrances and the songs of the chorus are polyrthmetric. They
combine 7/8 with 6/8.

• use of traditional instruments

• Use of brass instruments

• Both Eastern and Western infuences



The alloy of Western and Eastern influences which Koun always tried 
to revive in the stage interpretation of classic dramas can be recognized 
in the music composed by Christos Leontis

The interview with the composer revealed an effortless affinity in the 
aesthetic views of the musician with the director as it was described by 
Karolos Koun himself when he said, “The Greece that exists within us 
must be closed by us, Greeks, in order to recognize our ancient 
poets…The Greece that exists today, will lead us Greeks to avoid what is 
dead in the external form of the Ancient Theater and to present freely, 
on stage and in directing, adapted to the theatrical space and the 
demands of the spectator of our time, a work written two thousand 
years ago, and which remains essentially alive»
















